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Their size simply boggled the mind. It was simply incomprehensible that something so large was a  
living being, and that these two living beings were in many ways like us. Had been like us. Now 
they were so much more. Their scale was that of mountains and oceans, but they were here and 
above us, breathing, moving, horny.


We had a view from a distance, the only way that any of their majesty could really be taken in. We 
had stopped on a highway, the road was jammed with cars and nobody could move. We were 
somewhere between the man’s knees, his legs rising like walls of a much greater Grand Canyon 
to either side of us and stretching away. We stared towards the rest of his body, unable to see his 
face. all of our eyes were immediately drawn to between his legs, where a titanic scrotum hung 
like a suspended asteroid above the city. Rising up into the sky, erect as a skyscraper but 
hundreds of times the size, was his cock. It quivered and throbbed, veins wider than a freeway 
pumped his blood into the sky rendering us all impotent. He was excited, and now we could see 
why. A vast feminine hand snaked around the towering manhood, fingers grasping the engorged 
flesh. The hand began to pump, a slow and delicate rhythm that made the monolith rise eveen 
higher, larger. A face then appeared above his hips, hazy in the distance. It was that of a beautiful 
woman, and she was taking evident delight in his response to her attention. Every so often she 
gasped - we could only guess at what was happening beyond the horizon where her body my 
have lain.


Her hand stroked firmer and faster, fingers tickling and cupping those immense balls. They 
threatened to drop onto the city and crush everything beneath him. We watched in horror as his 
movements caused earthquakes and the slightest touch of his sack caused the highest 
skyscrapers to explode on contact. Soon he tensed and we looked up to see a huge fountain of 
cum launch up into the sky, luckily away from us, up over his body. As his orgasm subsided she 
continued to milk him, dregs of cum trickling down his cock and dripping down the slack skin of 
his balls, onto the decimated buildings below. 


